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EPIDATA S.A.
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EPIDATA

University
Public Body
Public Research Centre International NGO
Large Scale Enterprise
National NGO
Small and Medium Scale
Enterprise
Chemistry CHE
Sub-Fields / Keywords:
Social and Human
BIG DATA
Sciences SOC
IOT
Economic Sciences ECO DATAMINING
Information Science and ,
Engineering ENG
Environment and
Geosciences ENV
Life Sciences LIF
Mathematics MAT
Physics PHY
Epidata is an American Multinational Software Architecture Oriented Company
that provides high performance software development solutions in less time with
lower risk than Organizations can accomplish on their own.It has a proven track
record of successfully supporting Multi-National Corporations like Turner
International, HSBC, Verizon and Walmart since 2003. It helps them update and
maintain their core applications as well as migrate to new Technologies resulting
in annual cost reductions of 20% while doubling Project Team productivity.
Epidata is open source and agile by definition.
Our Values are:Passion,Commitment,Team Spirit,Integrity,Flexibility
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The technology industry has a tendency to over-hype pretty much everything,
from big data to the Internet of Things (IoT), and from DevOps to digital
transformation, but many of these trends require new skills and new jobs.So if
you're looking for a change of direction, a change of job title, or a glimpse into
where the money could be in the future, look no further: EPIDATA has the
answer.
Finished R&D projects:
•

Fonsoft 2011 CI:Argentari Plataforma Bancaria (Banking Platform)

•

Fonsoft 2012 CII:Software Factory Control Board (Board for version
control )

•

Fontar ANR 800 2012 CII:SOA Governance Scorecard(Monitoring ESB)

•

Fonsoft 2013 CII :Walk Buy (Retail mobile)

In Progress projects:
•
•
•
•
•

Iberoeka: Gest City (About Smart Cities
Fonsoft I+D: ARCHFLOW(Reverse Engineering)
Fontar 2015 C2:Governance SAAS (Modeling Software Architecture)
Fonsoft 2016: Retail
Fundación Sadosky: Trading Platform

Waiting for approval:
Fonsoft 2016 C2:Conectores Mule ( ESB Integration)

Short
Description of
the Project idea
(if foreseeable)

We are formulating and implementing projects with varied scope and complexity;
grantsmanship / proposal development that yields new partnerships and ideas,
publishing evaluation research and development activities. Our focus is on
projects related to IOT, Smart Cities and Big Data but we also are
interested in software architecture, quality assurance and integration.
We are looking for VR developer, IoT specialist and AI expert.
2017
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The technology industry has a tendency to over-hype pretty much everything, from
big data to the Internet of Things (IoT), and from DevOps to digital transformation, but
many of these trends require new skills and new jobs.So if you're looking for a
change of direction, a change of job title, or a glimpse into where the money could be
in the future, look no further: EPIDATA has the answer.

VR developer, IoT specialist and AI expert
VR developer, IoT specialist and AI expert
So anyone with an growing interest in VR would do well to nurture their skills and get
themselves out there. There is a lot of hype around DevOps, the integration of
developers who build and test IT services, and the teams that are responsible for
deploying and maintaining IT operations. I

